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Details of Visit:

Author: Rahul123
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 5 Dec 2013 16:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Conveniently located flat that is discretely located and discrete to enter. 

The Lady:

Lina is a cute cheerful petite lady with a flawless body that I would rate a 10/10 - though not a fan of
fake tans. Would give her a 6/10 facially.

The Story:

Having read all the rave reviews and realising that one of the HOD locations is convenient I decided
to visit Lina as she fits my bill. I got delayed for my appointment by 10 minutes - upon arriving I was
informed that I could have the full 30 minutes but it would depend on the next client. Once the
session started it was clear I only had twenty minutes. Lina arrived in a sexy bra and panty showing
her flawless body. Her height is closer to 5"0 than the advertised 5"4 which is fine by me.
Proceeded to give me a light massage and then onto to some nice OWO. I went to touch her
breasts but my hand was held as she updated that her nipples are very sensitive and not to pinch
them. Proceeded on to the main course but the moment I went to gently kiss her breasts was told
they are sensitive and off limits - put me off along with the rushed atmosphere and I soon lost my
mojo (should mention I had been with the lovely Sam the previous evening - though this has never
before impacted my performance)Lina then reverted to some more OWO and after which I took
matters in hand. Lina stepped in to finish me off just in the nick of time.
My thoughts are nice girl, great figure, good personality and pleasant cute face who takes care to
ensure her clients are happy. Negative - felt like a factory, I was informed her next client is arriving 5
minutes after my appointment ends - a bit rushed to have a proper clean up post a session IMHO.
Lina also seemed a bit worn out as she mentioned she is really busy at this location - still had a few
more hours on the clock. This incall experience affirmed my conclusion that higher end
ladies/outcall is the best course as while more pricey the whole experience is a more genuine and
pleasant for all involved. I will not return to HOD but would recommend Lina for punters who like
these sort of establishments. 
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